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CLEMSON — The Gamecocks knew all about 
their lack of sustained success against the in-state 
rival Clemson Tigers.
The stats backed it up. South Carolina hadn’t 
defeated the Tigers in consecutive seasons since 
winning three straight from 1968-1970. 
That was shattered Saturday night in Death 
Valley. 
The Gamecocks dominated Clemson 29-7, 
winning for the second consecutive year against 
the Tigers after trouncing CU 34-17 last year in 
Columbia. 
“You would have thought that would have 
happened in the last 40 years but I don’t guess 
it has,” coach Steve Spurrier said. “We’ve done 
some firsts this year. And there’s another first 
next week we’re going to try to do.”
That next fi rst Spurrier spoke of? That comes 
this Saturday against unbeaten Auburn and 
Heisman hopeful quarterback Cam Newton  in 
the conference title game.
“We’re doing a lot of firsts around here,” 
quarterback Stephen Garcia said. “Hopefully we’ll 
keep going and win the fi rst SEC championship.”
The 12-0 Tigers of Auburn will likely pose a 
much stiffer challenge than the Tigers they faced 
Saturday in Memorial Stadium .
“To lose to USC is very unacceptable,” 
Clemson coach Dabo Swinney said. “Our future 
is bright, but it’s awful dark right now.”
It didn’t take Clemson (6-6, 4-4 ACC)  long to 
fi nd the end zone, as a 45-yard touchdown pass 
from Kyle Parker to DeAndre Hopkins capped a 
four play, 73-yard drive to put the Tigers up 7-0 .
But that’s when No. 18 South Carolina (9-3, 
5-3 SEC) went to work. 
The Gamecocks scored on four of their next 
fi ve possessions and took the lead for just good 10 
minutes into the game. 
With USC trailing 7-3 and the Tigers lined up 
to kick it away, the ball sailed high over the head 
of Clemson punter Dawson Zimmerman, who 
barely corralled it before the ball was recovered at 
the 5 yard line by USC’s Brian Maddox.
Garcia found tight end Patrick DiMarco for a 
touchdown on the very next play, all but signaling 
the end of the Tigers in the process. 
“It was big coming in here and playing against 
a Clemson team that’s our rival,” Garcia said. 
“They were looking to knock us down. We 
fought hard and the defense played outstanding.”
Garcia helped guide a sol id of fensive 
performance for the Gamecocks, who found 
success despite the off night of star tailback 
Marcus Lattimore, who gained just 48 yards on 
23 carries .
But where Lattimore may have failed, his 
counterpart in Alshon Jeffery succeeded.
The wide receiver was a mismatch all night 
for the Clemson secondary, racking up 141 yards 
on fi ve receptions while adding a second quarter 
touchdown .
“That shows we can do a lot of stuff on offense,” 
Garcia said. “He’s a great player and we’re still 
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USC wide receiver Alshon Jeffery catches a 37-yard touchdown in the second quarter of Saturday’s 29-7 victory over Clemson at Memorial Stadium.
Gamecocks grab rare second 
consecutive win over rival Tigers
Chris Cox
SPORTS EDITOR
CLEMSON ● 10
Justin King graduated from USC last 
May , but his popularity among current 
students keeps growing.
King is the creator of the hit YouTube 
videos recapping USC football games. He 
goes by the username justinking224 , and 
his most recent video upload titled “South 
Carolina vs Florida” received more than 
76,000 views in a span of six days.
“I had seen a bunch of videos online over 
the years, and I was always good at editing, 
and one day I saw one, and it was bad,” 
King said. “It was just a really, really bad 
video. And I was like, ‘maybe I should just 
try and do this.’ So I did. And it just took 
off from there.”
After graduating from USC in the 
spring of 2010 with a degree in media arts, 
King took a job at ESPN in Bristol, Conn. , 
where he puts together the highlights that 
appear on SportsCenter. He credits his fi rst 
video, a preview for the Gamecock’s 2010 
season, to helping him get the job because 
he sent it in with his application.
Pi Kappa Alpha will host its fourth annual 
campus-wide gift wrapping event, Pike Presents, 
at its house in the Greek Village on Wednesday, 
Dec. 1 at 7 p.m. 
Each year, the brothers of the Pi Kappa Alpha 
fraternity select a local elementary school to 
donate hundreds of presents to during the holiday 
season. This year’s chosen school, Carver-Lyon 
Elementary , is located in the Richland One School 
District . The majority of the students attending 
Carver-Lyon live below the poverty line, which 
is why Pi Kappa Alpha chose to donate to them.
“We want to be able to give underprivileged 
kids in the area presents for Christmas that they 
might not otherwise receive,” said J.W. Brunson , 
Pi Kappa Alpha’s public relations chairman. 
The idea for Pike Presents began when the 
fraternity’s nationals contacted them a few years 
ago. The philanthropy has proven to be successful 
at other schools and Pi Kappa Alpha’s national 
board wanted to test it out at USC, according to 
Jared Nelms , a third-year fi nance and economics 
student . 
“Our philanthropy is really important during 
this time of year,” said Cory Turmelle , Pike’s 
Fraternity to bring children gifts
Courtesy of Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity 
Children in underprivileged schools eagerly anticipate presents delivered by members of Pi Kappa Alpha.
Alum creates viral 
Gamecock videos
Jake FitzGerald
STAFF WRITER
Justin King productions pick 
up thousands of online views
Pi Kappa Alpha program supports 
underprivileged students with donations
Sara Leary
STAFF WRITER
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King makes no profi t from his videos 
and, although he works for ESPN, the 
videos are not part of his job or at all 
affi liated with the company.
“People seemed to really like it, and 
I have fun doing it,” King said. “I don’t 
mind making these videos. For the 
Florida one I actually barely slept that 
night because the next day I was heading 
out of town and I wouldn’t be able to 
put it out until now, and I knew that 
the faster I could get it out, the better it 
would be. Other than that, I get home 
from work, and I don’t mind sitting 
down doing it. It’s almost how I relax. 
It’s fun.”
King’s initial idea was to have one 
long video that would encompass the 
entire season. He has already released 
part one of that video and plans to 
release parts two and three to cover the 
rest of the season.  
The popularity of his videos has come 
as a great surprise to King.
“The fi rst one that was really popular 
was the Alabama one,” King said. “And 
I remember that I put it online and 
just went to work. And then at work I 
checked the video, and it was only at 
300 views, and I thought was weird. It 
turns out that the reason it was that low 
was because YouTube does this thing 
that if a video gets a lot of views, they 
don’t count them right away. And then I 
checked back two hours later and it was 
at 15,000. I put the Florida one on there 
and it was even longer and I knew right 
away that it was going to get more views 
than the Alabama video just based on 
the number of people who were ‘liking’ 
it.”
All of King’s success hasn’t come 
without some challenges though, as 
XOS Digital pulled one of his Kentucky 
videos from the internet. He buys all of 
his game footage from the SEC website. 
They allow people to buy full games for 
$4, so when XOS Digital took down his 
video, King was surprised.
“I was pretty upset because when I 
buy the games, I pay for the video, and 
there is no disclaimer saying that I don’t 
own the video or the rights,” King said. 
“I’m also not trying to sell it or make 
a profit so I don’t think that they’re 
actually able to claim copyright because 
I pay for the videos.”
It takes King about six hours to make 
one video, but he says that the hardest 
part is fi nding a good song.
“The hardest part is finding great 
songs that stand on their own, but aren’t 
going to overpower the video,” King 
said. “And that’s the reason that I don’t 
use songs with lyrics. Because people 
start paying attention to the lyrics, 
and not what the video is about. It also 
allows me to use the commentator’s 
voices in the videos and when it comes 
down to it, I feel like that’s probably 
one of the main differences between 
my videos and anybody else’s. And it’s 
the commentator’s job to have emotion 
in their voice, and if I can capture that 
emotion with the music and put that 
together, that’s what really gives it that 
spark that I like to think it has.”
Although King plans on making 
videos for the remainder of this season, 
he’s uncertain of what his future holds. 
He said that he loves working for ESPN, 
but he’s going to keep making videos the 
best that he can and “just see how it 
turns out.”
King recently received an e-mail from 
USC’s marketing department saying 
that they want to “discuss ideas” with 
him.
“I’m just kind of going wherever I’m 
led right now, and I’m going to do the 
best job wherever I am,” King said. “And 
if South Carolina ever offered me a job, 
that would be hard to turn down.” 
phi lanthropy chairman 
and third-year finance and 
marketing student . “The 
holiday season is almost here 
and it is in this time that 
we cannot forget those less 
fortunate than us.”
In addition to delivering 
the presents to the children, 
t he  w rappi ng pa r t y  i s 
something that the brothers 
of Pi Kappa A lpha look 
for ward to ever y year. 
Everyone is encouraged to 
attend since a lot of help 
will be needed. This year, Pi 
Kappa Alpha estimates they 
will be wrapping more than 
300 presents. 
“It’s a lot of fun, and we 
always have a great turnout,” 
Tu r m e l l e  s a i d .  “ T h e 
wrapping party is complete 
with music, cookies, eggnog 
and everything needed to 
get us in the holiday spirit.”
I f  s t u d e n t s  c a n n o t 
participate in the actual 
wrapping party, they are 
encou raged  to  donate 
present s.  St udent s can 
call Pike’s philanthropy 
chairman at 603-714-0539 
w i t h  q ue s t io n s  ab out 
d o n a t io n s  o r  p r e s e nt 
drop-offs. Gifts should be 
bought for elementary-aged 
children and can be dropped 
off at the Pi Kappa Alpha 
house at any time. Students 
can also go with the brothers 
to donate the gifts to the 
students of Carver-Lyon on 
Dec. 3. 
“The best part of Pike 
Presents is actually seeing 
the children open the gifts. 
We bring Cocky along and 
one of our brothers dresses 
up like Santa Claus. It really 
brightens up the children’s 
hol iday,”  s a id  Nel m s , 
last year’s philanthropy 
chairman. 
The f ratern it y has a 
budget a l lot ted for the 
purchasing of gifts for the 
children, which takes place 
mostly at Toys“R”Us . Each 
student is given at least one 
$10 gift and possibly more 
depending on donations. 
“Last year we went to 
R. Earle Davis Elementary 
and raised around $6,000 
- $7,000, which we used to 
purchase over 600 presents 
for the kids at the school,” 
said Brunson, a fourth-
year international business 
student .  
Pike Presents is sponsored 
by Papa John’s and Coca-
Cola, and this has allowed 
the event to ga in even 
more support. Boxes where 
people can donate toys are 
located in all local Papa 
John’s locations, and talk of 
providing the donators with 
discounts is in the works, 
Brunson said. The sponsors 
also provide food and drinks 
to the children on the day 
they receive their presents, 
which makes the event even 
more memorable. 
A percent n ight w i l l 
be held Tuesday, Nov. 30 
at Qdoba Mexican Grill 
in Five Points to ra ise 
money for to Carver-Lyon 
Elementary. Flyers, which 
must be presented at the 
restaurant to count toward 
the cause, are located in 
Russell House and the Pi 
Kappa Alpha house in the 
Greek Village. 
Courtesy of Pi Kappa Alpha 
Over $6,000 was raised last year to purchase over 600 presents for elementary school kids. 
Courtesy of Pi Kappa Alpha
Children of R. Earle Davis Elementary received personally wrapped gifts last holiday season.
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In October, a $15, 000 speech by Jenny 
Sanford sparked controversy at USC.
Carolina Productions will hold a 
town hall meeting at 6:30 tonight in 
the Russell House Ballroom. 
All students are welcome to 
attend and voice concerns and 
offer suggestions to organization’s 
leaders. CP is responsible for 
planning programs for students 
and receives more than $400,000 
annually to do so.  
The organization came under 
fire earlier this year for spending 
$15,000 on a Jenny Sanford 
appearance. The cost of  the 
speech made front-page headlines 
across the state and was featured 
on several television broadcasts. It 
was later revealed that appearances 
often cost considerably more.
— Compiled by News Editor 
Josh Dawsey 
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If you fi nd an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us 
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The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s 
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community. All published authors are 
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dailygamecock.com.
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Media.
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Chang
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We did it. For the fi rst time in 40 years, the Carolina 
Gamecocks beat the Clemson Tigers two years in a row . 
This is obviously a very big deal, and since it is not too far 
past Thanksgiving, it is only appropriate for all Carolina 
fans to be grateful and give thanks for the incredible 
season our football team has had this year.
To be able to beat Alabama, beat Clemson, beat Florida 
and go on to compete in the SEC Championship all in 
the same year is huge. Being a strong winning team hasn’t 
always looked this easy. Many freshmen at the University 
of South Carolina are only vaguely aware of the struggles 
the Gamecocks have faced on the football fi eld in the 
past. This team has put up 
a good fi ght for years and 
has not always been lucky 
enough to come out of the 
season with such a large 
number of victories. 
T he  Cla s s  of  2014 
should feel blessed to have 
missed many of those 
tough times at home and 
away and needs to set examples for fans of the future. 
To be a great fan, a student must request a ticket to as 
many games possible and earn as many loyalty points as 
possible. Students should want to cheer loudly and stay 
in the stands until the very end of the game, no matter if 
the Gamecocks are winning by four touchdowns or being 
completely trampled by the opposition. Fans must realize 
that every game matters and more importantly, every 
win matters. Not to beat a dead horse (or dead tiger if you 
prefer), but while this has been one of the Gamecocks’ 
best football seasons, the student section’s sportsmanship 
and enthusiasm for each game has been severely lacking.
While we want Gamecock fans to take deep pride 
in every victory, they should also talk less trash. We’re 
talking to you, Student Government. Please refrain 
from writing any letters to Clemson University bragging 
about our win. It is inevitable that Clemson will beat us 
sometime in the future, and when they do it’s best if we 
don’t give them something extra to laugh about              . 
 Pastides and those “administrators” 
mentioned in last weeks’ story “Spurrier 
Rap Stirs Controversy,” may not realize 
that their actions are coming across as 
racist. They aren’t purposefully allowing 
racism to guide their actions, of course. I 
don’t truly believe that the President of a 
state’s fl agship University could get to such 
a public position by being an overtly racist. 
Being the diverse place a college campus is, 
I’m left to assume he would quit or be fi red 
after some dramatic outburst where some 
minority colleague sat in a chair he wanted 
at a meeting, or something to that effect. 
Instead, the University is dealing with 
an even more insidious style of bigotry; 
ignorant racism. Some will scoff at that 
statement. Of course racism is ignorant. 
But, most racists are described as ignorant 
because they bemoan the presence or 
existence of another group while being 
ignorant of that group’s culture. 
The saga around the Spurrier Rap 
displays a new breed of racism. This racism 
is no longer being ignorant of the others 
whom they condemn, but rather, being 
ignorant of one’s own ethnocentrism. The 
racism we’re dealing with is that of people 
who do not realize their decisions are being 
made on the basis they are essentially 
scared of black people. In today’s hip-hop 
culture, where drug and alcohol use, sexual 
exploitation of women and jail time are 
praised as admirable goals, the “Spurrier 
Rap” is revolutionary in that it touches on 
none of the above.
This fact makes it so much more important 
for the University to offi cially endorse the 
video and so much more disappointing that 
it chose to revoke its initial endorsement. It 
is a local phenomenon precisely because of 
its ability to play on the Carolina-Clemson 
rivalry using the edginess and excitement 
hip-hop creates without the controversial 
extras that often accompany it. Someone 
could hate everything rap or hip-hop stands 
for, yet listen to this song and earnestly 
support it without moral confl ict.
Instead, the University is choosing to 
take what it perceives to be the “safe” route. 
They won’t endorse the faces of fi ve black 
rappers as the face of the University because 
of the “thug” imagery. But where exactly 
was that imagery? The guy wearing a 
Gamecock bandana at the end? Everything 
else is nothing different from what most fans 
wear. Do gangs of robbers and murderers 
(because that’s what a “thug” is) really wear 
Gamecock logos when they commit their 
atrocious acts? And since when was wearing 
a Gamecock logo while burning a Clemson 
fl ag a crime in this state? 
I don’t blame Thompson or Fey for not 
re-editing the video to include new lyrics 
about the Moore School and so on just to 
get USC’s endorsement. If they did, they 
would hate themselves for it, and the song 
would be nowhere near as popular as it 
is. The University is being ignorant of its 
own inability to embody the diversity it 
seeks to create because it is simultaneously 
shutting down any expression of it. They are 
welcome to shun my argument and call me 
melodramatic or ignorant myself. I did have 
a small musical role in the video and love the 
fi nal product as if I had created it myself, so 
I am probably biased towards wanting it to 
succeed in every way possible, but the utter 
hypocrisy of the situation troubles me to no 
end. 
 
News this week has been fi lled with reports of 
North Korea attacking a South Korean Island 
and killing four people . The general consensus 
is that the purpose of this act was presumably 
to make the first, 3rd generation communist 
dynastic transfer possible . Starting with the 
sinking of the South Korean ship last year, Kim 
Jong-il is trying to generate support from his 
military for the transfer of power to his son. 
Experts are saying Kim Jong-il has to do this, 
because people in positions of power have lost a 
lot of respect for him and have no respect for his 
son Kim Jong-Un .
These d isplays of force have lef t  the 
governments of South Korea and the U.S. unable 
to make a decision on how to proceed. They 
seemed convinced that China will step in and 
tell the North to calm down. This would be 
the best option because both the South Korean 
and American populations are very war weary. 
History shows this is unlikely, because China 
views North Korea as it’s main communist 
ally and can have antagonize the West with no 
backlash towards China. What must be done is 
the formation of a completely new strategy for 
dealing with the Democratic People’s Republic 
of Korea. 
The elephant in the room in North and 
South Korean relations is the U.S. military. 
Since the armistice, there have 
been approximately 28,000 troops 
stationed throughout South Korea 
as part of military agreement 
between our two countries . These 
troops though are viewed by the 
North almost as a massive ghost 
army, because, unless our troops 
are killed, U.S. intervention seems 
unlikely. This policy of being seen 
but not acting, has further hurt 
negotiations on the peninsula, 
because North Korea points to 
this as evidence of U.S. interference, in what 
North Korea considers an internal matter. 
Currently there are two possible solutions: our 
troops must come home or they must be fully 
utilized. Considering the joint might of South 
Korea and the U.S., many would prefer a swift 
military victory against the North. The biggest 
problem though, is no one knows what the North 
Korean civilian population’s reaction would be 
to an invasion. Considering how brain washed 
most North Koreans are, it’s possible they could 
have Chinese or Russian backed insurgency. Both 
countries would benefit for different reasons. 
China would have the opportunity to get the 
U.S. dragged into another costly war, further 
weakening our economy in relation to theirs. 
Meanwhile the nationalists currently elected in 
Russia could use an economically destructive 
war as evidence to their populous that Russia is 
once again superior to the U.S., thanks to their 
leadership. Perhaps the only thing we know is 
that the North Korean government will starve 
everyone to preserve their military. Therefore 
the only way to militarily beat North Korea is 
with a swift military victory and an effective 
reconstruction plan.  
T h e y ’ v e  d o n e  i t 
o n c e ,  t w i c e ,  t h r e e 
times, and in less than 
24  hou r s ,  Cong re s s 
can do it again — that 
is, deny the bill calling 
for the continuation of 
unemployment benefits . 
Not only can they do it 
again, they likely will. 
T h e  R e p u b l i c a n -
r i d d e n  C o n g r e s s 
continue to argue that 
f e d e r a l 
f u n d i n g 
should stay 
out of the 
economy’s 
h a n d s 
a nd  t h at 
a n y  s o r t 
of money 
g o i n g 
t o w a r d 
a n y  s o r t 
of welfare 
should not exist. But the 
issue of unemployment 
benefits no longer has 
any th ing to do with 
conservat ive or non-
conservative views. It’s 
all a matter of logical 
reasoning, and it is with 
reason that the idea of 
federal unemployment 
benef it s  dur ing t h is 
rece s s ion shou ld  be 
supported. 
The money put into 
unemployment benefi ts is 
crucial to the stimulation 
of the economy. Less 
money spent would mean 
less money for businesses, 
w h i c h  w o u ld  m e a n 
fewer jobs, allowing  the 
economy to continue its 
downward spiral. 
M a n y  a r g u e  t h a t 
unemployment benefits 
promote laziness and 
a socialism-gone-awry 
system in which workers 
slave away to provide 
for non-workers who sit 
in lethargy, sapping at 
funds they don’t deserve. 
This is not entirely true. 
The average amount in 
funding presented to the 
unemployed is not nearly 
what an average person 
would need to support his 
or her family. Therefore 
the opportunit y cost 
o f  u n e m p l o y m e n t 
is st i l l  h igh. Federal 
unemployment benefits 
do not come close to 
being a substitute for 
employment. Abolishing 
f e d e r a l  a s s i s t a n c e 
a ltoget her wou ld be 
d e t r i m e nt a l  t o  t he 
economy of the nation as 
a whole.
Federal funding helped 
pull America out of the 
last depression, and it will 
help this time, too. The 
question remaining is if 
our decision-makers have 
enough mental clarity to 
see past their financial 
worries and do what’s 
best for the country. 
Frank Avery
Fourth-year political science and religious 
studies student
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Chloe Gould
STAFF WRITER
Lady Gaga, Barenaked Ladies add ﬂ air to holiday songs
Comments on this story? 
E-mail gamecockfeatures@
sc.edu
Lionel Hahn / MCT CampusCourtesy of 14thfl oorrecords.comDave Wright / MCT CampusRene Volfi k / AP ExchangeCourtesy of MCT Campus
“I quit ﬂ ying years ago. I don’t 
want to die with tourists. ”
— Billy Bob Thornton 
After his stint trying to be 
the grouchy but lovable family 
man (“The Game Plan,” “The 
Tooth Fairy” ), Dwayne “The 
Rock ”  Joh nson ha s  w i se ly 
returned to his action roots in 
“Faster.”  Armed with grunts and 
enormous guns (of both types), 
it is The Rock against the world, 
and he is taking no prisoners.  
Clichés aside, “Faster” wastes 
no  t i me i n  i n for m i ng t he 
viewer exactly what they are in 
for — which is explosions and 
raw testosterone served with 
a side of machismo. Typically, 
this formula is reserved for the 
straight-to-DVD releases or 
those releases destined to forever 
burn in crit ic hell; however, 
“Faster” narrowly avoids both. 
Relying on the stylistic direction 
of George Tillman Jr. , “Faster” 
throttles through its plot with 
reckless abandon creating a fi lm 
that, at t imes, is not all that 
awful.  
“ Fa s t e r ”  b eg i n s  e x ac t l y 
how I expected it would, with 
a  sha mele s s  appea l  to  t he 
men in the audience by using 
manic camera cuts and heavy 
meta l  music  to assau lt  t he 
viewer’s eardrum. The audience 
i s  int roduced to Joh nson’s 
character, Driver, who we learn is 
about to be released from prison 
and, judging from his obsessive 
pacing, is impatient about it. 
As soon as Driver is let free, he 
begins to sprint to the nearest 
junkyard, where someone has 
left him an old muscle car (which 
of course is introduced in slow-
motion) and a mission.  
Next thing we know, Driver is 
in an offi ce building shooting a 
telemarketer and quickly fl eeing 
the scene. So much for the penal 
system working. This lack of 
subtlety is a prevalent trend 
throughout the film. Tillman 
makes sure that all aspects of 
the fi lm are oppressively hyper-
masculine  to the point that it 
fl irts with farcical. The audience 
later learns that Driver’s brother 
was killed in front of him and he 
is out for revenge. He has a list 
and is crossing off the people 
Matt Sayles / AP EXCHANGE
Dwayne Johnson stars as Driver in director John Tillman Jr.’s “Faster.” The fl ick, which opened over Thanksgiving weekend, has Driver picking off his brother’s murderers one by one.
Actioner forgoes 
depth for explosions
Neal Hughes
STAFF WRITER
Irish crooner Damien 
Rice, who is known for 
his unmatchable vocals 
that send chills down your 
spine, impresses with his 
cover of the Christmas 
classic “Silent Night.” 
Although Rice sticks to 
t he beloved t une and 
borders on eerie with his 
stripped-down vocals, he 
replaces the “holy” lyrics 
with some of his own. 
Opening with “Si lent 
night, broken night / All 
is fallen when you take 
your f l ight  ,” the song 
carries on to put words 
about a bad romance to 
a favorite tune. R ice’s 
“Silent Night” is available 
as a “hidden track” on his 
first album “O,” playing 
at the very end of bonus 
track “Eskimo” . It is also 
available, just as “Silent 
Night,” on album “Live 
from the Union Chapel ,” 
which may beat out the 
recorded version.
L ad y  G a g a ,  ne ve r 
one to miss out on the 
fest iv it ies, brings her 
signature st yle to the 
hol iday  s ea son  w it h 
“ C h r i s t m a s  Tr e e ,” 
featuring producer Nick 
Dresti , or Space Cowboy. 
Gaga get s point s for 
originality with this song, 
which brings in bits and 
pieces from everyone’s 
favorite holiday tunes. 
The chorus plays of f 
“Deck the Halls,” with 
a definitive twist. Not 
known for her modesty, 
Gaga certainly makes 
sure to stay edgy with 
“ C h r i s t m a s  Tr e e ,” 
feat u r i ng  some ver y 
suggestive, but winning 
lyrics, including “Here, 
here, here, the best time 
of the year / Take off my 
stockings, we’re / Out 
spread ing Chr ist mas 
cheer.” Space Cowboy 
brings in an electronic 
f lair, with Gaga ending 
the song in her famed 
“cherr y cherr y boom 
boom.” This sure-to-be 
Christmas favor ite is 
available as a single on 
iTunes.
Alternative rock band 
Everclear, from Portland, 
Ore. , is revered for radio 
hits l ike “Wonderful” 
and “Father Of Mine” 
and brings a little rock 
to Christmas with their 
cover of “Santa Baby.” 
The band stays true to 
the classic ly r ics and 
beat, taking only a few 
liberties — lyrics include, 
“Santa baby, just slip a 
guitar under the t ree 
for me.” Front man Art 
Alexakis gives the light-
hearted track a rock and 
roll edge, stepping out 
of the song’s norm in 
style and gender. With 
the original song written 
from the lady’s point of 
view, with references to 
“all the fellas I haven’t 
kissed,” Everclear offers 
a new spin, daring to do 
a cover that has been 
previously recorded by 
talents l ike Madonna, 
Taylor Swift and Pussycat 
Dolls. The band’s new 
take can be downloaded 
on iTu nes ,  f rom t he 
album “Alternative Rock 
X-Mas,” released in 2007 
with Capitol Records .
Barenaked Lad ies , 
the classic alternative 
rockers known best for 
hits like “One Week ,” 
offer a lot for the holiday 
season with their album 
“Ba rena ked  for  t he 
Holidays ,” released in 
2004 . With a little bit 
of humor added to the 
overa l l  a lbu m,  each 
song is still brilliantly 
arranged and gives the 
audience t he best of 
Barenaked Ladies mixed 
w it h lot s  of  hol iday 
favorites. One of the 
best  on t he 20 -song 
a lbum is “Hanuk kah 
Blessings,” which really 
showcases lead singer 
Jim Creeggan ’s voice 
whi le sending a n ice 
me s s a g e  w i t h  s ome 
complementary l ight-
hearted humor. Taking a 
smarter approach to the 
importance of Hanukkah 
than say, Adam Sandler , 
they sing, “Light the 
candles for Hanukkah, 
f o r  H a n u k k a h  / 
We  r e m e m b e r  h o w 
Maccabees  /  Fought 
so a l l  of us could be 
free. ” “Barenaked for 
the Holidays” can be 
downloaded on iTunes 
for $9.99. 
“Happy Xmas (War 
Is Over)” is a classic, 
originally recorded in 
1971 by John Lennon 
and Yoko Ono , which has 
over the years become a 
staple Christmas song. 
Written in protest of the 
Vietnam War, the lyrics 
are happy, yet tinged with 
melancholy, making it a 
favorite cover for many 
musicians. Re-done by 
art ists l ike Maroon 5 , 
Sarah McLachlan and 
Jessica Simpson , The 
Fray covers it best. Lead 
singer Isaac Slade has the 
perfect voice, somewhere 
i n  b e t w e e n  s o u l f u l 
a n d  c h i l l e d - o u t ,  t o 
complement the original, 
launching the song onto 
the Billboard Hot 100 in 
2006 for the first time 
ever . The Fray’s cover 
also features a children’s 
choir in the chorus and 
some added jingle bells. 
The single, “Happy Xmas 
(War Is Over),” can be 
downloaded on iTunes. 
 
Courtesy of AP Exchange
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Thanksgiving weekend may be a 
time for parades, family and turkey, 
but it still doesn’t stop Hollywood 
from promoting it as one of the 
major event weekends of the year 
(along with Christmas, Memorial 
Day, Labor Day and the Fourth of 
July). Warner Bros. switched up their 
release strategy slightly with “Harry 
Potter and the Deathly Hallows: 
Part 1” last week, releasing the fi lm 
one week before Thanksgiving and 
effectively jump-starting the holiday 
box offi ce and giving it a two-week 
run at dominating the box offi ce.
And when the dust settled on one 
of the most contentious weekends of 
the year, “Potter” stayed on top of 
the domestic and the international 
box offi ce. The picture added $76.3 
million since Wednesday , staying 
consistent after a massive $125.1 
million take on opening weekend . 
It now stands at a mighty $220.4 
million after just ten days .
Disney’s latest animated feature, 
“Tangled,” rode the waves of the 
family-fr iendly holiday — and 
increased t icket pr ices on 3D 
offerings — to a competitive second 
place fi nish, with $69 million since 
Wednesday .
“Tangled” easily outperformed 
every other new major release, all of 
which seemed gear to relatively target 
audiences, effectively siphoning 
viewers and dollars from each other.
Chr ist ina Ag u i lera -starr ing 
musical “Burlesque” took fourth place 
with $17.2 million. Dreamworks’ 3D 
animated film “Megamind,” in its 
fourth weekend, fi nished above it in 
third place. 
R-rated romance “Love and 
Other Drugs,” directed by Edward 
Zwick , finished in sixth place with 
a modest $14 million . The worst of 
the bunch, Dwayne Johnson’s action 
f lick “Faster,” finished in seventh 
place on the weekend with a $12.2 
take . Both fi lms likely suffered from 
their R-rated limitations in fetching 
audiences and their relatively specifi c 
genre demographics.
Meanwhile, Denzel Washington 
ac t ion veh ic le  “Unstoppable” 
fi nished strong in fi fth place on its 
third weekend, bringing its collective 
domestic gross to $60.7 million. 
Russell Crowe prison breakout fi lm 
“The Next Three Days” continued 
to under-perform in its second week, 
taking only $6.63 million over the 
fi ve-day holiday.
In its analysis of the weekend, The 
Hollywood Reporter noted that the 
fi nal take on all the top ten was one 
percent less than the top performers 
over last year’s Thanksgiving holiday . 
This may not sound like a huge deal, 
as the overall domestic box offi ce has 
risen two percent, but ticket prices 
have reached a fi ve percent increase 
on year-to-year statistics, meaning 
slightly fewer people are headed out 
to the theaters despite a wide array of 
genre-specifi c additions.
While “Tangled” will likely keep 
a consistent spot in the top ten 
throughout the holiday season, and 
“Harry Potter” will more than likely 
push over $350 million by the end 
of its domestic run, the other new 
releases — “Burlesque,” “Love and 
Other Dugs” and “Faster” — will 
likely not rebound into increases over 
the next several weeks. All of them 
received roundly mediocre reviews 
on top of fairly typical box office 
returns, meaning a good word-of-
mouth is not likely. 
‘Potter’ holds on to box offi ce
Jimmy Gilmore
THE MIX EDITOR
Four new releases, including 
‘Burlesque,’ can’t best wizard
Comments on this story? 
E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
Courtesy of AP Exchange
Christina Aguilera stars in musical “Burlesque,” one of four 
new releases over the extended Thanksgiving weekend.
Courtesy of AP Exchange
Billy Bob Thornton pursues Dwayne Johnson in “Faster.”
involved, a la Clint Eastwood in 
“Hang ’Em High.”  This would be 
a relatively easy task if it were not 
for Killer (Oliver Jackson Cohen ) 
who has been hired to (shockingly) 
assassinate him. If Killer were not 
enough bad news for the troubled 
anti-hero, he also has the police 
force led by Cop ( Bi l ly  Bob 
Thornton). Do the names help 
illustrate the trend of laziness in 
the script?
“Faster” at times shows promise, 
and gradually approaches a decent 
formulaic action movie. The moral 
struggle exhibited between Driver 
and his victims reaches an almost 
poignant level, but then Tillman 
quickly cuts away from anything 
resembling emotion, because men 
don’t have feelings. “Faster’s” main 
f law is that it gets mired down 
in its own attempts to be “cool.” 
The onslaught of slow motion and 
the ridiculousness of certain plot 
points borders on laughable.  
“Faster” shows the differences 
in our generation and the ones 
before us, displaying the shift in 
American culture. In the 60s, Steve 
McQueen would have played a 
casually cool version of Driver; 
now in 2010, we have Dwayne 
Johnson playing a very in-your-
face, aggressive hero. Gone are 
the days of the sophisticated hero. 
Now it’s just steroids and f lashy 
guns. 
“Faster” will definitely fulfill 
any cravings for an action f ix, 
so long as you don’t really care 
for much depth or development. 
Tillman makes the wise decision 
of limiting Johnson’s lines, making 
sure that he is not the f i lm’s 
Achilles’ heel. “Faster” is simple 
and lacks severely in the creativity 
department. However, it does have 
some compelling camera work, and 
some parts are just stylish enough 
to make it watchable.  
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TODAY
ACOUSTIC OPEN MIC 
MONDAYS
8 p.m. doors, Free over 
21 / $3 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 
122 State St. 
SILVERYANA: THE 
PHOTOGRAPHY OF 
FREDRIC TOBIAS 
MORRISS
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., Free
McKissick Museum, 816 
Bull St. 
TOMORROW
ACOUSTIC CAFE
9:30 p.m., Free
Russell House Bookstore 
Cafe 
BEN G., PRIMO STARR, 
& VELVET JONES W/: DJ 
CHRIS AND NIQUE / DJ 
JERKFACE
8 p.m. doors, $5 over 21 / 
$7 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 
122 State St. 
WHAT: Fraternity Council
WHEN: 4 p.m.
WHERE: Russell House 
315
 
WHAT: Sorority Council
WHEN: 5:30 p.m.
WHERE: RH 205
 
WHAT: FMLA Meeting
WHEN: 6 p.m.
WHERE: RH 304
 
W H A T :  C a r o l i n a 
Productions Town Hall 
Meeting
WHEN: 6:30 p.m.
WHERE: RH Ballroom
 
WHAT: ICE General Body 
Meeting
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHERE: RH 302
 
WHAT: Students for Life 
Weekly Meeting
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHERE: RH 304
 
WHAT: AAAS Freshman 
Council
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHERE: RH 315
 
WHAT: Mountaineering 
and Whitewater Rafting 
Club
WHEN: 7 p.m.
WHERE: PSC 210
 
Across
1 Boot’s meal
5 What houses may be 
built on
9 Li’l Abner’s creator
13 Some ﬁ nals
15 Machu Picchu’s land
16 Jewish youth org.
17 Dishonest?
19 Baseball Triple 
Crown component
20 Winter sailcraft
21 Locks up
22 Sgts.’ superiors
23 Galéon booty
24 Specialty, informally
26 Happy?
30 Coach in the air?
33 Tries to sink, 
perhaps
34 “Now I get it!”
35 Journalist Clare 
Boothe __
36 Teases maliciously
38 MLB All-Star Game 
day
39 ___-de-France
40 War ender
41 Serious borders?
42 Sick?
46 America’s Cup entry
47 Bank book no.
48 Asian title of respect
51 Illegal pickoff moves, 
e.g.
53 Out of the box
55 Russian city on the 
Oka
56 Incompetent?
58 First name in Old West 
ﬁ ction
59 “Go away!”
60 Like Serling stories
61 Be compliant
62 Get wise with
63 U.S. Army decorations
Down
1 Gas brand with a red 
“o” in its logo
2 Upright
3 Rep’s work
4 Schulz’s Pig-Pen, e.g.
5 Exact, to a Brit
6 Porridge morsels
7 Goof
8 Ruminant’s mouthful
9 Rostand’s long-nosed 
lover
10 Equivocal
11 Punxsutawney 
predictor
12 Coquette’s 
wink, say
14 Eagles’ 
attacks
18 Adriatic 
port
21 Slim __: 
snack items
24 One of 
those things
25 Bottom 
lines?
26 Take 
habitually
27 Like 
overused 
crossword 
clues
28 Biblical 
pronoun
29 Ponderosa 
heavyweight
30 Adman’s award
31 Beaut
32 Welder’s need
36 British spa town
37 Sieben follower
38 Sound made with a 
head shake
40 U.S. Army E-3s
41 Early bird special item
43 “Little Sure Shot”
44 Mottled horses
45 Move furtively
48 Oscar Night assembly
49 Dig ﬁ nd
50 What a slacker does
51 Oaf
52 Certain Semite
53 Area 51 sightings
54 Reading by a night-
light, perhaps
56 WWII spy org.
57 Govt. loan insurer
11/29/10Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
Brought to you by:
Crossword
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Bunny and Ravy ● By Marlowe Leverette / Th e Daily Gamecock
HOROSCOPES
1234567890-=
The Scene
USC
“YOU WILL MEET A TALL DARK STRANGER”
5:30 AND 8 P.M., $6.50
NICKELODEON THEATRE, 937 MAIN ST. 
CALENDAR
Scott Fowler / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Senior Hutch Eckerson raises his helmet in celebration of the South Carolina win 
over in-state rival Clemson Tigers on Saturday night in Memorial Stadium.
PICTURE OF THE DAY
ARIES  Getting back 
into the swing of work 
involves talking to an absent 
team member. You get more 
accomplished by yourself.
TAURUS  Use your 
understanding of details to 
show just how much you 
care for someone else. This 
could be a departure from 
recent thinking.
GEMINI How to get 
motivated? Allow someone 
else to share his or her 
vision, and then support it. 
CANCER  Associates 
provide the energy you 
need to move an idea into 
act ion. Their quest ions 
keep it all within prescribed 
boundaries. 
LEO  Today your ideas 
gel into the pursuit of an 
expansive plan. Don’t worry 
too much about the fi nancial 
details. 
V I R G O   U s e 
your desire for structure 
carefully. You don’t need to 
push people into agreeing 
with you, especially family. 
LIBR A  Pr ivately, 
you’ve f igured out what 
you need to do. Now the 
challenge is to communicate 
it.
S C O R P I O 
E v e r y t h i n g  g e t s 
accompl ished t hat  you 
need to do today. Oddly, 
your enthusiasm isn’t as 
important as consistent 
effort. 
SAGITTARIUS 
Today’s a good t ime to 
balance the checkbook and 
review spending. You find 
yourself further ahead than 
you thought. 
CAPRICORN  An 
educational puzzle demands 
t hou ght f u l  a t t ent ion . 
Review details to unlock 
clues. Then apply logical 
reasoning.
AQUARIUS  You’re 
more aware than ever of a 
multitude of blessings. Share 
them with others, which will 
increase your appreciation. 
PISCES  Differences 
of opinion become obvious 
early. An associate wants to 
pick the details apart. You’d 
rather consider the big 
picture. 
classifieds
Place  a  C lass i f i ed  ad :  p  803-777-3888   • f  803-777-6482   • www.da i lygamecock .com
E-ma i l :  sho lmes@mai lbox .sc .edu   • Of f ice  hours :  M-F 8 :30  am -  5  pm  • Russe l l  House ,  Rm.  343
Additional Info
DEADLINE Additional options
Major credit cards acceptedLine classified ad rates
Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line
Apartments
1 to 5BR APTS. 1 BLK FROM USC
803-318-0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com
Roommates
Rmmte needed ASAP 1/2 blk from
USC $360/mo+uil. 2BR townhouse.
Call Gregg 767-3115.
M/seeks/M1BR in 5BR @ Retreat 4
Spring $520  furn rm. 502-435-9411.
Housing-Rent
600 Kentucky St - 2BR 1BA house in
Olympia. w/d. $750+dep 319-8343.
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
3BR 1BA Dwntwn - $850+deposit
Hdwd flrs fenced bkyd Avail NOW!
Great location pets welcome 730-1816
Help Wanted
BARTENDING $250/day  No exp
nec available 800-965-6520 x253
Dancewear store hiring PT Sales
person.. Dance exp. helpful but not
needed. Call 782-8188. Ask for 
Coleen. email pointet@bellsouth.net
Help Wanted
Instructors
EXPERIENCED PERSONAL
TRAINERS  NEEDED.
Located 5 minutes from campus. 
PT available. Contact 
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for info.
Services
PREGNANT,  NEED HELP? 
FREE pregnancy Test.
Call Birthright 765-0165
Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury
cruise with food. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of thirteen 
resorts. Appalachia Travel. 
www.BahamaSun.com 
800-867-5018
NEVER HAVE I EVER...
BACK TO THE
FUTOUR
WHY LAKEEM JACKSON
IS A BALLER
ACT LIKE 
YOU GREEN IT
SG
T
V
SG
T
V
For Students. By Students.
100%
gamecock tv
all day
everyday.
4
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season. This time he got it blocked after the first USC 
touchdown on the night. He had previously missed extra 
points against Auburn and Florida .
BOWLS I N ATTENDANCE: The Chick-fil-A 
Bowl and the Independence Bowl were both at Clemson 
on Saturday night to view potential invitees. However, 
the Independence Bowl was there to scout Clemson, as 
the game is no longer affiliated with the Southeastern 
Conference. There were no NFL scouts on hand. 
win without a big game 
from Lattimore and without 
a consistently successful 
ground attack. 
I s  i t  somet h i ng  t he 
Gamecocks want to make 
a habit of? No — trying to 
win games without your 
bread and butter is akin to 
walking a tightrope with 
no net, especially when 
you’re headed to the SEC 
Championship Game. But, 
it’s not a bad feather to have 
in your cap. Great teams 
fi nd ways to win when they 
are not at their best or when 
they can’t do what they do 
best, and USC did a little bit 
of both against the Tigers. 
It was a performance the 
Gamecocks can look back 
on not only with pride, but 
to give conf idence they 
aren’t the one-dimensional 
offensive team they have 
appeared to be at times. 
USC’s holy quartet of 
milestone wins this year 
became a quintet here, as 
a t iger head is currently 
being stuffed and prepped 
to be mounted alongside the 
elephant, bulldog, alligator 
and coonhound heads on 
the 2010 season’s hearth. In 
five days, the Gamecocks 
will head to Atlanta and 
look to make it a sextet and 
add another feline big game 
trophy to the collection. 
Look for Auburn, which 
has a defense very similar 
to Clemson’s, to try and do 
exactly what it did back in 
September and what the 
Tigers just did: shut down 
Lattimore. But even if they 
do just that, from what USC 
showed against CU, the 
Gamecocks could still very 
well win the ballgame. 
Such a notion would’ve 
seemed crazy just a few 
weeks ago. 
But  a f ter  Sat u rday ’s 
performance? If it happens, 
nobody should be shocked. 
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When Will Traynor  was given a red card in the 64th 
minute , just one minute after Michigan took a 1-0 lead , the 
Gamecocks did not panic as their chances of winning and 
advancing to the Elite Eight began to look bleak.
USC had been in a similar situation earlier this season 
when playing the University of Alabama at Birmingham, 
as Mark Wiltse was given a red card and the Gamecocks 
still managed to score two goals in the last 10 minutes to 
win 3-2 .
What South Carolina didn’t anticipate was the time 
Michigan had spent preparing for situations in which they 
could take advantage of the holes a team had when playing 
a man short, as the Wolverines were able to cruise to a 3-1 
victory .
“It certainly made a difference in the game,” Michigan 
coach Steve Burns said. “Once we went up a goal and up a 
man, we’ve been in that position before, and we’ve prepared 
for it a decent amount. I think our guys, in terms of our 
possession and level of composure, were able to withstand 
the penetrating four-man runs they would make that would 
leave them exposed, and we really took advantage of that.”
While USC coach Mark Berson  did not feel that the red 
card adversely affected his team mentally, the Gamecocks 
felt the loss of not only one of their leading scorers, but also 
one of the leaders of the USC defense that held strong all 
season.
The Wolverines went on to score two more goals to earn 
their place in the College Cup Tournament Elite Eight. 
Michigan took an obvious shot advantage from the start 
as they had fi ve shots to USC’s one in the fi rst fi ve minutes 
of play, but more signifi cantly was that each shot was on 
goal, as Maurer fi nished with 9 saves, with six of those in 
the fi rst half. 
Furthermore, the Gamecocks were pitted against the 
second leading scorer in the nation, as Michigan’s Soony 
Saad has 19 goals on the season , while Justin Meram has 
15 goals on the season , two of which came against the 
Gamecocks.
Though the score may seem lopsided, the first half 
was tightly contested as Michigan’s high-scoring offense 
collided with USC’s tight defense. In addition, there were 
several Gamecock opportunities that would’ve given USC 
the edge had they been able to take advantage of them.
“We had some good opportunities and we weren’t able to 
capitalize on them,” Berson said. “So many times in these 
games it comes down to making the play. As the game went, 
there wasn’t any doubt in our player’s minds that we were 
going to make the play, but today Michigan did.”
The fi rst goal from Michigan came in the 63rd minute 
after the ball was bounced in and around the six-yard box 
after a corner-kick . On an assist from Saad and Alex Wood, 
Meram was able to net his shot into the far post from the 
right corner.
Saad followed suit not long after as he streaked down the 
left side and scored an unassisted goal to put the Wolverines 
up 2-0 with 20 minutes left in the game. 
Finally, Meram got his second goal of the game, tying an 
NCAA Tournament record, off an unassisted strike from 
the left inside the penalty area in the 80th minute. 
Though the loss concludes the season for the Gamecocks, 
as well as a career for the seven South Carolina seniors , it 
was a bittersweet one as it capped off a successful season 
and it featured the fi rst goal of the season from senior Sam 
Arthur , who’d led in scoring both his sophomore and junior 
seasons.
“It was really great that Sam scored,” Berson said. “Sam 
Arthur has scored a lot of goals for us over his career. 
This year, we moved him back a little more deeper in the 
midfi eld, and he never hung his head, I mean, he worked his 
butt off, and for him to get that goal today was great.”
The tournament run was also the fi rst one for most of 
the seniors, as this was the fi rst appearance in the College 
Cup for the Gamecocks since 2005. Furthermore, it was 
the farthest a South Carolina team has advanced since 
1993, when the Gamecocks advanced to the national 
championship game. 
And while the Gamecocks were certainly hoping for a 
win, the season will be remembered favorably, especially by 
the seniors, who waited four years for it.
“It’s been an interesting four years,” Blake Brettschneider 
 said. “We’ve been through a lot as a group together and a 
year like this just makes it all okay. I think we really came 
together and just really wanted to bring this team back to 
being a national powerhouse.” 
Carolina’s season draws to close at hands of Michigan
Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
South Carolina soccer player Will Traynor attempts to head 
butt the ball Sunday against the Michigan Wolverines.
Gamecocks fail to reach Elite Eight 
after Wolverines grab 3-1 victory
Isabelle Khurshudyan
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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CLEMSON – Depending on how South 
Carolina fairs in its fi rst SEC Championship 
Game in school history fi ve days from today, 
its bowl outlook is either incredibly simple 
or incredibly complex. 
Upset No. 2 Auburn , and the Gamecocks 
are headed to New Orleans and the Sugar 
Bowl as the SEC’s automatic BCS bid. Lose 
to the Tigers, however, and USC could fi nd 
itself in play for as many as three bowls. 
If USC doesn’t win the SEC title, the 
Capital One, Outback and Chick-fi l-A Bowls 
all fi gure to be in play for the Gamecocks. 
The Jan. 1 Capital One Bowl , located 
in Orlando, has the first selection after 
the BCS. The Gamecocks would likely be 
competing with two teams for the invite 
— LSU and Alabama. In regards to both, 
USC has advantages and disadvantages. The 
Bayou Bengals (10-2) have more wins than 
USC, but played in the Capital One Bowl 
last year, while Alabama brings the allure of 
hosting the defending national champion, 
albeit one USC has a head-to-head win over. 
If the Capital One Bowl were to take 
one of the West teams, the next step of 
the selection process would be a shared 
pick by the Cotton and Outback Bowls. 
The Cotton Bowl annually takes the best 
remaining West team while the Outback 
Bowl traditionally takes the best remaining 
team from the East, although it passed up 
Tennessee last year for Auburn.  
Conventional wisdom would have the 
Outback Bowl, played in Tampa, Fla., on 
Jan. 1, taking USC, but USC brings some 
baggage to the Outback Bowl table. The 
Gamecocks played in the Outback Bowl 
after the 2008 season and disappointed the 
bowl’s executives by both failing to sell their 
allotment of tickets and f lopping in the 
game, losing to Iowa 31-10 . If past memories 
prove too much for the Outback Bowl to 
move past, it could take Mississippi State 
(8-4) for its second curious invitation in as 
many years. 
If that all were to happen, the Atlanta-
based Chick-fi l-A Bowl, which has desired 
USC in its Dec. 31 game for years , would 
be guaranteed to pounce, sending USC to 
its second game in the Georgia Dome in a 
month. 
Arkansas doesn’t fi gure into USC’s bowl 
scenarios much because it already has an 
invitation in hand — sort of. After a 31-23 
win over LSU, the Razorbacks (10-2)  were 
promised a Sugar Bowl invitation, provided 
Auburn wins the league title and plays for 
the national championship, leaving the 
SEC’s contractual tie-in open. 
But, if USC was to win the league title, 
the Gamecocks would go to New Orleans 
and a 12-1 Auburn team would likely be 
invited to the Orange Bowl, locking the 
Razorbacks out, as any single conference can 
place only two teams in the BCS . 
With that in mind, USC isn’t going 
to have a whole lot of fans in the state of 
Arkansas come Saturday afternoon. That 
will be a national anomaly, though. As the 
last line of defense between Auburn and a 
trip to the national title game, there will 
likely be many across the nation pulling for 
the Gamecocks, the vast majority of them in 
Fort Worth, Texas, where TCU, the team 
that would likely leap to No. 2 and into the 
title game with an Auburn loss, is located . 
With all the support for mid-major 
programs such as TCU afoot, in a sense, 
USC might be able to call itself “America’s 
Team” for a week — something it is OK 
with.
“Hopefully America’s right,” wide receiver 
Alshon Jeffery  said. 
Bowl scenarios still murky for USC as title game approaches
Win sends Gamecocks to Sugar 
Bowl, loss muddles situation
James Kratch
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A USC fan lies in the Clemson logo at midfi eld following Saturday’s win over the Tigers.
Sugar Bowl : South Carolina
Orange Bowl : Auburn 
Capital One Bowl : Arkansas
Cotton Bowl : LSU
Outback Bowl : Alabama 
Chick-fi l-A Bowl : Miss. State 
Gator Bowl : Florida
Music City Bowl : Tennessee
Liberty Bowl : Georgia
BBVA Compass Bowl : Kentucky
BCS National Championship Game : Auburn
Sugar Bowl : Arkansas
Capital One Bowl : LSU
Cotton Bowl : Alabama 
Outback Bowl : South Carolina 
Chick-fi l-A Bowl : Miss. State 
Gator Bowl : Florida
Music City Bowl : Tennessee
Liberty Bowl : Georgia
BBVA Compass Bowl : Kentucky 
CLEMSON – It should shock 
no  one  t h at  when  a  S out h 
Carolina student-athlete’s name is 
announced here prior to kickoff, 
it is quickly drowned out with a 
hearty harmony of 
boos and heckles. 
It should also shock 
no  one  t h at  t he 
Gamecock who had 
the most catca l ls 
directed at him was 
Marcus Lattimore . 
In fact, it was a bit 
of foreshadowing; 
just as the Clemson 
fanbase focused in 
on Lat t imore for 
some pregame acknowledgement, 
the Clemson defense focused in 
on Lattimore as the man it wasn’t 
going to let beat it. 
It was bound to happen at some 
point, with the freshman from 
Duncan running wild up and 
down the traditional powers of the 
Southeast. Eventually, somebody 
was going to put most, if not all, of 
its energy into stopping Lattimore 
and force USC to beat them 
another way. Clemson took the 
plunge and did just that, holding 
Lattimore to 48 yards on 23 carries . 
Not that it did them any good in 
terms of the outcome of the game, 
however. 
This pleasant valley Saturday 
for Carolina was sweet because 
it captured its first back-to-back 
wins over the archrival Tigers since 
Tricky Dick was in the Oval Offi ce 
and Yoko blew up the Beatles. It 
was even more affirming because 
the Gamecocks finally won a big 
game without Lattimore having a 
big day.  
Coming into Saturday, in the 
seven USC wins Lattimore has 
participated in, he had averaged 24 
carries for 132 yards. In the three 
losses? 13 carries for 47 yards. 
W it h  t hose  nu mber s ,  t he 
Gamecocks were gett ing a bit 
of a reputation: their only path 
to victory was a big outing from 
Lattimore. 
That reputation disappeared on 
Saturday about as fast as Clemson 
fans hit the exits after Antonio 
Allen’s pick-six . 
“Kevin Steele had an excellent 
plan,” coach Steve Spurrier said of 
Clemson’s defensive coordinator . 
“We couldn’t run the ball on these 
guys. The only way we could’ve 
moved it was throwing it.” 
So, that’s what USC did. It let 
Stephen Garcia put the ball in the 
air 30 times for 227 turnover-free 
yards and play pitch and catch 
with Alshon Jeffery to the tune 
of fi ve catches for 141 yards and a 
touchdown . 
It also relied on a defense having 
a strong night and played the 
fi eld position game, and let senior 
captain Spencer Lanning  have a 
tremendous night kicking the ball 
with three fi eld goals . 
In return, USC got a win, a 
rivalry game win at that, when its 
calling card was taken away and it 
had to improvise — something it’s 
pretty proud of. 
“It means a lot,” Brian Maddox 
said about winning a game without 
running well. “The name of our 
game this year has been running 
the ball to win. We tried to do it, 
but we really couldn’t get a run 
established.” 
USC did establish something 
though — that it can get by and 
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Notebook: 
Jeff ery hits 
career mark
Wideout passes 
2,000 yards in 
just two seasons
Chris Bilko
STAFF WRITER
Wide receiver A lshon 
Jeffery reached a career 
m i l e s t o n e  S a t u r d a y , 
eclipsing the 2,000 yard 
mark in only his second 
season of play. 
The Sa int  Mat t hews 
native led the USC receiving 
corps with 141 yards and 
a  touchdow n Sat u rday 
against Clemson . He played 
the best in the first half, 
accumulating 126 yards and 
making hard catches look 
easy.
WILD PENALTY: One 
of the funnier moments of 
the game was a false start 
penalty called on USC in 
the third quarter.  
Clemson defensive end 
Da’quan Bowers mistimed 
his blitz and jumped about 
fi ve yards offsides. He didn’t 
touch anyone on USC’s 
offensive line, but Garcia 
motioned to snap the ball. 
Of fensive tack le Hutch 
E cker son  ju mped  a nd 
tapped Bowers, who was 
already behind the line of 
scrimmage.
T he  r e f e r e e s  e nd e d 
up calling a false start on 
Eckerson on the play, who 
was visibly upset on the fi eld 
after the referee made the 
call.
C U N N I N G H A M 
MAKES T HE GR AB: 
Jeffrey wasn’t the only USC 
player to catch some passes 
Saturday. Sophomore tight 
end Justice Cunningham 
 p rov ide d  qu a r t e rb ac k 
Stephen Garcia with an 
alternate look that paid 
dividends for USC.
The Pageland nat ive 
f inished the game with 
two catches for 33 yards, 
both for USC first downs . 
His longest came on a 
25-yard bootleg play that 
had Garcia throwing to 
his left after running right. 
Cunningham’s performance 
comes from a position that 
has struggled throughout 
much of the season.
HISTORY ON T HE 
ROAD: It has been a while 
s i nce  USC has  beaten 
Clemson in consecut ive 
years. The last time USC 
did it was when the beat 
the Tigers three times in a 
row from 1968-1970 . Radio 
personality Tommy Suggs 
was USC’s quarterback 
during those seasons. 
This win against Clemson 
was the f irst t ime USC 
has won back-to-back road 
games since they beat Ole 
Miss and Kentucky in 2008. 
The prev ious t ime that 
they won two straight road 
games was when they beat 
Vanderbilt and Kentucky in 
2006.
Saturday also marked the 
first time since 2001 that 
USC has won nine games 
in a season . Coach Steve 
Spurrier can tie the all-time 
record of 10 wins set by Joe 
Morrison in 1984 with a win 
against Auburn or in the 
bowl game. He can break 
the record with a win in 
both games.
E X T R A  P O I N T 
FLUB: Spencer Lanning 
failed to convert on an extra 
point for the third time this 
Kratch: USC can win without Lattimore
With freshman struggling, 
Gamecocks take to skies 
against Clemson secondary
James 
Kratch
Third-year 
English student
Richard Shiro / The Associated Press
USC freshman tailback Marcus Lattimore runs the ball against Clemson.
going to give him the ball a lot. But if people 
stop him, we’ve still got to move the ball, get 
fi rst downs and score.”
His touchdown may have been ultimate 
difference for the Gamecocks. 
On third-and-2 with USC clinging to a 
9-7 advantage, Garcia rolled out to his right 
before finding the sophomore streaking 
across the fi eld for the 37-yard score .
“We’ve been running that play all week. 
We saw a lot of teams do that throughout 
the week watching fi lm on them,” Garcia 
said. “It’s a little rollout and he’s running 
a post back across the field. He beat the 
guy downfi eld and made a great catch and 
scored.”
But as good as Garcia’s favorite target was 
Saturday, his defense was even better.
The Gamecocks held Clemson to just 251 
yards of total offense, including a paltry 61 
yards on the ground , while recording their 
third defensive touchdown in the last two 
games.
It was spur linebacker Antonio Allen  this 
time around, as the junior recorded a 37-
yard pick six on the Tigers’ fi rst possession 
of the second half, pushing the Carolina 
lead to 19.
“I was coming on the blitz and the 
running back f lared. I had to peel with 
it,” Allen said. “I actually didn’t think the 
quarterback was going to throw it to me, 
but he threw it right there and I was there to 
make the play.”
Allen may have been surprised, but he 
certainly wasn’t complaining.
“If you look on fi lm, you’ll see on my face 
that I was like, ‘What? Is he really throwing 
this to me?’” Allen laughed. “But he threw it 
and I cribbed it.”
It capped yet another strong performance 
for a defense that’s given up just two 
offensive touchdowns over the last two road 
games .
“The old saying is, if you’re going to win 
on the road you’ve got to bring your defense 
with you,” Spurrier said. “We’ve managed to 
win two big road games now. To win in the 
Dome, we’ve got to bring our defense.”
A nd that’s where South Carolina’s 
attention will now turn to: the Georgia 
Dome and the Auburn Tigers.
It was the Tigers that won the fi rst round 
between the two teams — a 35-27 thriller at 
Jordan-Hare Stadium in September .
But much like their previous struggles 
against Clemson, the Gamecocks don’t care 
much about history or what it may or may 
not mean.
“Coach Spurrier brings it up Monday and 
Tuesday. From there on out, we don’t speak 
about history,” Lanning said. “We don’t 
believe in history. We don’t believe it repeats 
itself or anything like that. We believe we 
control our own destiny.”
An Auburn win puts the Tigers in the 
BCS National Championship . A win for 
the Gamecocks sends them to their first 
conference title and a berth in the Sugar 
Bowl .
Let the battle begin.
“We’re going to be ready for them,” Allen 
said. “We’re ready for Cam. Tell him. We’re 
ready.” 
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Top: Patrick DiMarco catches a 5-yard touchdown in the 
fi rst quarter. Bottom: Alshon Jeffery celebrates a score.
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